Medical Smart Solution
There is no need to enter information or connect devices to

Easy

monitor fluid. It starts just by applying IV.

It can be run alone without a server connection. Once

Monitoring

connected to the server, the entire administration can be
monitored centrally. Supports changes to monitor only

Smart IV Monitoring
You can install it in your hospital. No additional

responsible patients.

server or network construction is required for

It supports traceability for up to 2 hours of movement. You

Mobility

can extend the travel time by connecting an additional

installation. It can be used immediately by

external battery. Future upgrades will help wheelchair and

adapting to the requirements of the hospital

bedding installations.

environment.

Designed for various situations. Supports secure tracking

Safty

while on the move. Damage and contamination prevention,
and network instability.

Smar t Bedside Solutions
Patient Concierge Ser vice

Do you need additional features? Now we are listening to you to develop a
complete solution. If you have any questions, please contact sales@smartbedside.com.

Bedside Station is patient infotainment
terminal, customized to patient-centered.
It installed a bedside for hospital

1) The patient just stays their bed and only touch the
screen to request the service such as charge the fluid, bed
sheet, cleaning, issuing certificate and medical record.

inpatients and provide the work

Also, available to check the total amount of bill and

efficiency to the hospital staff.

remain balanced.
2) Hospital staff can work more efficiently with fewer

We have created a

efforts by PACS and guidance of Hospitalization and

Smart Pole that reflects

Discharge. Also, improve communication between patient

the various opinions of the

and medical staff.

hospital.

3) Bedside Station provides various information such as

running

progress for the patient caregiver.
internet service through Bedside Stations

are

wondering if the fluid is

patient schedule, medicine information and operation
4) Patient can order meal and menu, also use TV and

Patients

nurses

regularly,
must

and

constantly

visit because of the fluid

Smart Bedside Stations

they need to monitor for
long periods. We have

Because of the smart bedside, the hospital life was not boring.
I could watch the TV conveniently and request a meal to the nurse. I
knew well what medicine I was eating.

“
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”

Mr. Yoon (HM Hospital

developed an affordable
and reliable solution to
solve these problems.

With Smart Pole, patients
will be visited by nurses
before the end of the
infusion. It has an alarm
system that the patient
can immediately
understand if the fluid
velocity is abnormal or
stops. With future mobile
applications, you do not
have to worry about

MOBILE DEVICE INTEGRATION SYSTEMS

when you will end up

You can create dashboards that support a variety of

paying anymore.

environments. Dashboards for mobile and Internet browsers

A convenient and robust solution is Smart Pole.

are available, starting with applications for PC.

